This paper studies coordinates in two variables over a Q-algebra. It gives several ways to characterize such coordinates. Also, various results about coordinates in two variables that were previously only known for fields, are extended to arbitrary Q-algebras.
Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring. A polynomial f ∈ R[X] := R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] is called a coordinate in R[X] if there exists a ϕ ∈ Aut R (R[X]) such that ϕ(X 1 ) = f . The problem how to recognize coordinates is of fundamental importance in the study of polynomial automorphisms.
In the case that n = 2 and R is a field, this problem was solved by various authors ( [CK92] , [Ess93] , [CMW95] ). One of the deepest results here is the Abhyankar-Moh Theorem ( [AM75] ), which can be formulated as follows: if k is a field of characteristic zero and f ∈ k [x, y] is such that k[x, y]/(f ) ∼ =k k [1] , a polynomial ring over k in one variable, then f is a coordinate in k [x, y] .
Studying coordinates over rings which are not fields is much more complicated. For example, it is not immediately obvious that y + z 2 x + zy 2 is a coordinate in R [x, y] , where R = k [z] . In fact, this polynomial is the second component of the well-known Nagata automorphism ( [Nag72] , [Ess00] ). Such coordinates (and their automorphisms) were first investigated by Nagata ( [Nag72] ) and later by Drensky and Yu ( [DY01] ) and Edo and Vénéreau ([EV01] ). The latter paper clearly demonstrates the importance of studying coordinates in two variables over commutative rings by showing how it leads to many interesting coordinates in dimensions greater than two. Even more recently, extending the results of [EV01] , a large class of coordinates in two variables over commutative rings was studied by Berson in [Ber02] . This paper gives several criteria (Theorems 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5) to decide if a given polynomial in two variables over a commutative Q-algebra is a coordinate. The first of these criteria, Theorem 3.2, is the starting point of this paper. It provides the connection between coordinates in two variables and locally nilpotent derivations of divergence zero. Using this fundamental result, various results concerning coordinates in two variables over arbitrary Q-algebras are deduced.
For example, Section 3 shows that being a coordinate in two variables is a residual property (Theorem 3.4), i.e., a polynomial f ∈ R[x, y] is a coordinate if and only if it is a coordinate when regarded as an element of k p [x, y], for each p ∈ Spec(R). Here k p denotes the residue field of R in p. Such a result was obtained earlier by Bhatwadekar and Dutta ([BD93] ), but only for the case that R is Noetherian. Section 3 also generalizes the Abhyankar-Moh Theorem mentioned earlier to arbitrary Q-algebras (Theorem 3.5).
Section 4 studies the question if being a coordinate is a stable notion, i.e., if a polynomial f ∈ R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] is a coordinate in R[X 1 , . . . , X n , Y 1 , . . . , Y m ] for some m ∈ N, does that imply that f is a coordinate in R[X 1 , . . . , X n ]?
Another result concerning coordinates in R[x, y] is obtained in Section 5: for an arbitrary Q-algebra R, an R-endomorphism of R[x, y] which sends every (elementary) linear coordinate to a coordinate of R [x, y] , is in fact an automorphism. This generalizes a result from Cheng and the first author in [CE00] , where the case that R is a field of characteristic zero is treated.
In Section 6, the results on coordinates in two variables are used to investigate to what extent the famous Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki Embedding Theorem ([AM75], [Suz74] , see also [Ess00] , Theorem 5.3.5) can be extended to the case where the field of coefficients is replaced by a commutative Q-algebra.
Finally, Section 7 takes a look at polynomial rings in more than two variables. It gives a partial generalization of a theorem of Sathaye and Russel ([Sat76] , [Rus76] ) concerning the Abhyankar-Sathaye Conjecture. Furthermore, it gives several concrete examples showing that the results from the previous section cannot generally be extended to polynomial rings in more than two variables.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative ring and R[X] := R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] denotes the polynomial ring in n variables over R. This ring is also written as R [n] . If p is a prime ideal of R, then the residue field of R at p is denoted by k p . If f ∈ R[X], then the corresponding element of k p [X] is written as f p . Finally, if D is an R-derivation on R[X], it naturally gives rise to a k p -derivation on k p [X]. This induced derivation is denoted by D p .
In order to prepare for the proofs of the main theorems of this paper, this section collects some more or less well-known facts about derivations on polynomial rings. The first result (Proposition 2.2) asserts that being locally nilpotent is a residual property of an R-derivation on R[X]. The following lemma, which is essentially Lemma 2.1.15 of [Ess00] , is needed in the proof.
. Let η be the nilradical of R and denote by D/η the derivation on R/η[X] induced by D. Assume that D/η is locally nilpotent. Then D is locally nilpotent as well.
Proof. Let R be the subring of R generated by all coefficients appearing in the polynomials D(X 1 ), . . . , D(X n ). Then R is Noetherian and D restricts to a derivation D on R [X]. Note that D is locally nilpotent if and only if D is. Also note that the nilradical η of R equals η ∩ R and that hence D/η is locally nilpotent if and only if D /η is. Therefore it is possible to assume, without loss of generality, that the ring R is Noetherian.
By induction on m it will follow that for every m ∈ N * and every g ∈ R[X], there exists an N ∈ N such that D N (g) ∈ η m [X]. For m = 1, this is just the assumption that D/η is locally nilpotent. Now assume that the claim holds for m and consider
Because R is Noetherian, its nilradical η is finitely generated and hence there is an e ∈ N such that η e = (0). Consequently, for every g ∈ R[X] there is an N ∈ N such that D N (g) ∈ η e [X] = (0). Therefore D is locally nilpotent. Proposition 2.2. Assume that R is Noetherian and let D be an R-derivation on R[X]. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) D is locally nilpotent;
(2) for every p ∈ Spec(R), the k p -derivation D p on k p [X] is locally nilpotent.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is clear. So assume that for every p ∈ Spec(R), the derivation D p is locally nilpotent.
Let p ∈ Spec(R). Consider the ring R/p and the derivation D/p induced by D on R/p [X] . Because Q(R/p) = k p and the derivation D p on k p [X] is locally nilpotent, D/p is locally nilpotent as well.
So D/p is locally nilpotent for all p ∈ Spec(R). Since R is Noetherian, its nilradical η is a finite intersection of prime ideals, say η = p 1 ∩ · · · ∩ p s . Because D/p i is locally nilpotent for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, D/η is locally nilpotent too.
In dimension two, the condition that the ring R is Noetherian can be avoided. In order to prove this, the following result is needed ([Ess00], Theorem 1.3.49). (Here, by convention, the degree of 0 is taken to be −∞.) Then D is locally nilpotent if and only if D d+2 (x) = D d+2 (y) = 0. Proposition 2.4. Assume that R is a Q-algebra and let D be an R-derivation on R[X]. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(2) for every p ∈ Spec(R), the k p -derivation D p on k p [x, y] is locally nilpotent.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is once again clear, so assume that for every p ∈ Spec(R), the derivation D p is locally nilpotent. Take d :
Let p ∈ Spec(R). Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, consider the ring R/p and the locally nilpotent derivation D/p induced by D on R/p[X, Y ] and on Q(R/p) [X, Y ] . Note that Q(R/p) is a field of characteristic 0, since R is a Q-algebra. Hence, by the previous lemma, [x, y] . This means that D/η is locally nilpotent and hence, by Lemma 2.1, D is locally nilpotent too.
Another result which will play a crucial role in the next section is the following theorem. It is Theorem 3.7 of [BEM01] .
Theorem 2.5. Assume that R is a Q-algebra and let D be a locally nilpotent R-de-
The following two residual properties will also be used in the next section.
Lemma 2.6. Let a be an ideal of R[X]. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
Here a p denotes the ideal of k p [X] generated by the polynomials f p , f ∈ a.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is trivial. So assume that for every p ∈ Spec(R),
This is a prime ideal of R. Using the natural isomorphism between k p and Q(R/p), one can easily see that 1 ∈ a p means that there are an r ∈ R \ p, polynomials g 1 , . . . , g s ∈ R[X], and polynomials f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ a such that
Because a ⊆ m and p ⊆ m, this implies, however, that r ∈ m. Because also r ∈ R, this contradicts the fact that r ∈ p = m ∩ R. Therefore a = R[X].
. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
Note that it is possible to assume, without loss of generality, that F i (0) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then by the formal inverse function theorem ([Ess00], Theorem 1.1.2) F has a uniquely determined formal inverse G = (g 1 , . . . , g n ) with each
WriteR := R/η and letF be theR-endomorphism ofR[X] obtained by reducing the coefficients of F modulo η. ThenF is invertible with inverseḠ. Hence, by Lemma 1.1.3 of [Ess00] , F is invertible.
Criteria for coordinates in two variables
Recall
. . , f n ]. We will also say that f is a coordinate over R. In this case, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J(f, f 2 , . . . , f n ) is a unit in R [X] . Taking the Laplace expansion of this determinant according to its first row, it follows that 1 belongs to the ideal generated by the partial derivatives of f . This motivates the following definition.
So the argument given above shows that every coordinate of R[X] is unimodular.
Conversely, if f is unimodular in R[X], then already in the case that n = 2 the polynomial f does not have to be a coordinate in R[X]. For example, take the unimodular polynomial f :
. This is not a coordinate, because it is reducible. The following theorem, in fact, describes exactly which additional condition is necessary and sufficient to guarantee that a polynomial in two variables over a Q-algeba is a coordinate.
Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) D is locally nilpotent and f is unimodular;
(2) D is locally nilpotent, has a slice, and
(3) f is a coordinate.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) ] * =R * and soD 2 (ḡ) = 0. AlsoD(f ) = 0 and thereforeD is locally nilpotent. By Lemma 2.1, D is locally nilpotent too. Also, as observed above, f is unimodular. Applying Theorem 2.5 gives (2).
If R is not a Q-algebra, then the implication (1) ⇒ (3) does not hold: take R := Z[t]/(2t) and f := x−tx 2 . Then (f x , f y ) = (1) and the derivation f
From the next lemma it then follows that f is not a coordinate in R[x, y] either.
This means that (f, g) is an R-automorphism of R[X, Y ]. Let (h 1 (X, Y ), . . . , h m+n (X, Y )) be its inverse. Then, in particular,
Using Theorem 3.2 it is now possible to show that being a coordinate in R[x, y] is a residual property.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that R is a Q-algebra and let f ∈ R [x, y] . Then the following two statements are equivalent:
( The condition that R is a Q-algebra cannot simply be dropped in this theorem. For Bhatwadekar and Dutta have constructed the following example in [BD93] .
Then f p is a coordinate over k p , for every prime ideal p of R, but f itself is not a coordinate over R.
Finally, as a third criterion for recognizing coordinates in two variables, the Abhyankar-Moh Theorem is generalized to arbitarary Q-algebras.
Consider a prime ideal p of R.
p . Since R is a Q-algebra, k p is a field of characteristic 0. So the Abhyankar-Moh Theorem implies that f p is a coordinate over k p in k p [x, y]. Now Theorem 3.4 implies that f itself is a coordinate over R.
Coordinates in two variables under ring extensions
The main result of this section, Theorem 4.2, gives a criterion which decides if a polynomial in R[X 1 , X 2 ] which is a coordinate in a larger polynomial ring S[X 1 , . . . , X n ] for some n ≥ 2 and some ring extension R ⊆ S, is a coordinate in R[X 1 , X 2 ].
Lemma 4.1. Let K ⊆ L be a field extension and let a be an ideal of the polynomial ring K[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. Let b be the ideal of L[X 1 , . . . , X n ] generated by the elements of a. If 1 ∈ b, then 1 ∈ a.
Proof. Left to the reader. Theorem 4.2. Let R ⊆ S be an extension of Q-algebras, f ∈ R[X 1 , X 2 ], and let n ≥ 2. Assume that (at least) one of the following two conditions holds:
(a) f is unimodular; (b) R ⊆ S satisfies the going-up property, i.e., for every p ∈ Spec(R) there is a q ∈ Spec(R) such that p = q ∩ R. Then the following four statements are equivalent:
(1) f is a coordinate in R[X 1 , X 2 ];
(2) f is a coordinate in R[X 1 , . . . , X n ];
(3) f is a coordinate in S[X 1 , . . . , X n ];
(4) S[X 1 , . . . ,
Proof. It is enough to show (4) ⇒ (1). Let q ∈ Spec(S). Then
. It now follows from Corollary 2.8 of
q and hence the Abhyankar-Moh Theorem implies that f q is a coordinate in k q [X 1 , X 2 ].
So, by Theorem 3.4, f is a coordinate in S[X 1 , X 2 ]. Consequently, the derivation
(a) Firstly, assume that condition (a) is satisfied. Because f is unimodular,
for all prime ideals p of R, because then Lemma 2.6 implies that f is unimodular in R[X 1 , X 2 ] and Theorem 3.2 can be applied. So let p be a prime ideal of R and choose a prime ideal q of S such that q ∩ R = p. So R/p ⊆ S/q and therefore k p ⊆ k q . Furthermore f q is a coordinate in k q [X 1 , X 2 ] and therefore (f q X1 , f q X2 ) = k q [X 1 , X 2 ]. Applying Lemma 4.1 to the field extension k p ⊆ k q gives (f p X1 , f p X2 ) = k p [X 1 , X 2 ].
Taking S = R in this theorem gives the following generalization of Theorem 3.5. By Proposition 2.7, it suffices to show that (x, g p ) is a k p -automorphism of k p [x, y], for all p ∈ Spec(R).
Endomorphisms sending linear coordinates to coordinates
So let p be a fixed prime ideal of R.
Hence, taking for c the coefficient of the monomial x appearing in g, it follows that deg y g > 0. Write g = g n y n + g n−1 y n−1 + · · · + g 0 , with each g i ∈ k[x], n ≥ 1 and g n = 0. Since g = ϕ(y) is a coordinate in R[x, y], g is also a coordinate when regarded as an element of k p [x, y]. Then by [AE90], Corollary 1.4 or [Ess00], Corollary 3.3.7, it follows that g n ∈ k * p . Consequenly, it is enough to show that n = 1, for then ϕ p = (x, g 1 y + g 0 ), which is obviously a k p -automorphism of k p [x, y].
Assume that n ≥ 2. Replacing g by g −1 n g it is possible to assume that g n = 1. Furthermore, replacing y by y − n −1 g n−1 it is possible to assume that g n−1 = 0. Now we follow the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [CE00] .
Put D := g y ∂ x − g x ∂ y . Since Q ⊆ k p , it follows that (D + q∂ y ) n (x) ∈ k p for all q ∈ Q. Then by Lemma 1.3 of [CE00] (using the fact that Q is infinite) it follows that the polynomial h(t) := (D + t∂ y ) n (x) is an element of k p [t]. So, in particular, the coefficient of t n−2 of h(t) belongs to k. Then by Proposition 2.1 of [CE00] we get that g x ∈ k. So g = λx + a(y) for some λ ∈ k and some a(y) ∈ k[y]. Since g ∈ R[x, y], the coefficients of g belong in fact toR := R/p ⊆ k, i.e., λ =c for some c ∈ R. Then again using the fact that g −cx is a coordinate in k[x, y], we get that a(y) is a coordinate in k[x, y] and hence in k[y] (by Lemma 3.3). But this is a contradiction, since deg a(y) = n ≥ 2.
Coordinates and embeddings
The famous Abhyankar-Moh-Suzuki Theorem ([AM75], [Suz74] ; see also [Ess00] , Theorem 5.3.5) asserts that every embedding of the affine line in the plane is rectifiable. In algebraic terms this means that if k is a field of characteristic zero and f 1 (t), f 2 (t) ∈ k [t] are such that k[t] = k[f 1 , f 2 ], then there is an invertible polynomial map F : k 2 → k 2 such that F • (f 1 (t), f 2 (t)) = (t, 0). The aim of this section is to investigate to what extent this result can be generalized.
First some notations are needed. Consider a polynomial map α : R → R n given by α(t) = (f 1 (t), . . . , f n (t)) for certain polynomials f 1 , . . . , f n ∈ R [t] . Then α is called an embedding of R in R n if R[f 1 , . . . , f n ] = R [t] . Equivalently, α is called an embedding if the induced ring homomorphism α * : R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] → R[t], which sends each X i to f i , is surjective. Such an embedding is called rectifiable if there is an invertible polynomial map F : R n → R n such that F • α = (t, 0, . . . , 0) 
is the ring homomorphism induced by the inclusion i : R → R n , i(t) = (t, 0, . . . , 0). Lemma 6.1. Let α be an embedding of R in R n . Then the embeddingα of R in R n+1 given byα = (α, 0) is rectifiable.
Proof. Assume that α is given by f 1 , . . . , f n ∈ R[t]. Let p ∈ R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] such that p(f 1 , . . . , f n ) = t. Take G := (X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 + p) and H := (X 1 − f 1 (X n+1 ), . . . , X n − f n (X n+1 ), X n+1 ). Then G and H are invertible polynomial maps from R n+1 to itself. Take F := H • G. Then F •α = (0, t), showing thatα is rectifiable.
The following lemma shows the relation between rectifiable embeddings and coordinates. Proof. The implication ⇒ is easy. So suppose that Ker(α * ) contains a coordinate. Let F be an invertible polynomial map from R n to R n which has this coordinate as its last component. Then, using the notations of the proof of the previous lemma, F • α is an embedding of the form (f 1 (t), . . . , f n−1 (t), 0). So, by Lemma 6.1, F • α is rectifiable. This implies that α is rectifiable.
In dimension two it is possible to use the generalized Abhyankar-Moh Theorem of Section 3 to obtain the following. , associated to F , α, and the embedding i : R → R 2 , i(t) = (t, 0), respectively. Then α * • F * = i * . So, for all g ∈ R[x, y], α * (g) = 0 iff α * •F * (F * −1 (g)) = 0 iff i * (F * −1 (g)) = 0 iff F * −1 (g) ∈ Ker(i * ) = (y) iff g ∈ (F * (y)). Therefore Ker(α * ) = (F * (y)), which implies that Ker(α * ) = (F * (y)).
( (1) Assume that R is a Q-algebra and assume that R is a unique factorization domain. Then every embedding α : R → R 2 is rectifiable. (2) Take F := x + z 3 x 2 − z 3 xy 3 + 2y 3 − z 2 y 5 ∈ R [x, y] . Then one easily verifies that F (f, g) = u. Hence α is an embedding.
To show that α is not rectifiable, it is enough to show that Ker(α * ) is not a principal ideal (Theorem 6.3). So assume that Ker(α * ) = (p) for some p ∈ R [x, y] . 
Remarks on coordinates in dimensions greater than two
In the previous sections various results for coordinates in two variables were given. This section considers coordinates in more than two variables.
The Abhyankar-Sathaye Conjecture states the following: for n ≥ 3, if k is a field of characteristic zero and f ∈ k[X 1 , . . . , X n ] is a polynomial such that k[X]/(f ) ∼ = k [n−1] , then f is a coordinate. The following special case of the conjecture was proven by Sathaye ([Sat76] ) and Russell ([Rus76] ). Assume that k[x, y, z]/(f ) ∼ = k [2] . Then f is a coordinate over k [x] .
In fact, the proof of this theorem shows that, under the asssumption that k[x, y, z]/(f ) ∼ = k [2] , the polynomial g(x, y) is in fact a polynomial in a coordinate, i.e. g(x, y) =g(c(x, y)) for someg(t) ∈ k[t] and some coordinate c(x, y) ∈ k [x, y] . This suggests the following generalization of this theorem. 
Hence, applying Theorem 3.4 to the ring R[x] and the polynomial f , it follows that f is a coordinate over R [x] .
The following example shows that it is in general not true that a polynomial that is residually a polynomial in a coordinate, is itself a polynomial in a coordinate. Finally, this section exhibits several examples showing that most results from the previous sections do not hold for more than two variables.
This first example shows that Theorem 3.4 cannot be extended to higher dimensions.
Example 7.4. Let R := R[x, y, z]/(x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 1) and f :=xX 1 +ȳX 2 +zX 3 ∈ R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. Since (x,ȳ,z) = (1), it follows that for every prime ideal p of R eitherx,ȳ, orz does not belong to p, which implies that f p is a (linear) coordinate in R p [X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. However, it is shown in [ER01] that f is not a coordinate in R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. So the implication (2) ⇒ (1) of Theorem 3.4 does not hold.
Concerning a possible generalization of Threom 3.5: here almost nothing is known. Even in the case n = 3 and R = C it is still an open problem if the assumption that C[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]/(f ) ∼ =C C [2] implies that f is a coordinate in C[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. This is the 3-dimensional version of the well-known Abhyankar-Sathaye Conjecture. Some special results are obtained in [Sat76] , [Rus76] , and [BD94] . See also Chapter 5, Section 3 of [Ess00] .
The next example shows that also Theorem 4.2 cannot be extended to higher dimensions.
Example 7.5. Let R and f be as in Example 7.4. Then, as remarked above, f is not a coordinate in R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. However, regarded as an element of R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ] the polynomial f is a coordinate: one can easily verify that (f, X 1 +xX 4 , X 2 +ȳX 4 , X 3 +zX 4 ) is an R-automorphism of R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ].
Concerning Theorem 5.2, it was already shown in [MYZ97] that a similar result does not hold in dimensions greater than two.
Example 7.6. Take R := R and take ϕ ∈ End R (R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]) defined by ϕ := (X 1 + X 2 X 3 , X 2 − X 1 X 3 , X 3 ). Then det(Jϕ) = 1 + X 2 3 , so ϕ is not an Rautomorphism of R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. On the other hand, it was shown in [MYZ97] that ϕ does send linear coordinates in R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ] to coordinates in R[X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ].
Concerning a possible extension of the first part of Theorem 6.4 to dimension greater than two: in [Sha92] , Shastri obtained the following embedding of R in R 3 : α := (t 3 − 3t, t 4 − 4t 2 , t 5 − 10t).
